FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANITA WING LEE BACK IN U.S. AFTER AIDING AND LIVESTREAMING
SYRIAN HUMANITARIAN EFFORTS IN GREECE
Fort Lauderdale, Florida – (March 16, 2016) International broadcaster
Anita Wing Lee has returned from Greece where she aided the Syrian
Refugees’ experience and livestreamed daily to raise global awareness.
Anita arrived in Lesbos, Greece on January 22 to help the thousands of
refugees on the island. She spent five weeks working with different
volunteer organizations and broadcasting daily to share firsthand
experiences of Syrian refugees. Anita also shared compelling images via her Instagram
account (@anitawinglee).
Before returning to the U.S., Anita traveled to Germany to livestream the refugees’ conditions.
“Berlin is the end point for refugees. The journey from Greece to Germany spans 2,000 miles. I
feel a sense of relief when I see refugees who’ve made it here. But their journey is not over.
They may have to wait months in limbo, in meager conditions at refugee camps, in Germany.
The politics behind why all of this is happening is deep and convoluted. Honestly, it disheartens
me to learn more about the war in Syria.”
Although Anita has returned to the U.S., her humanitarian efforts continue. Soul Fam Fund is
now Project Soul Fam, an initiative to create exposure for humanitarian efforts and world issues.
About Project Soul Fam
Project Soul Fam is the brainchild of Anita Wing Lee. Combining her broadcasting and creative
skills with humanitarian support, Anita utilizes the power of livestreaming media to bring
international viewers real stories in real-time.
About Anita Wing Lee
Anita Wing Lee is an international broadcaster and humanitarian. She uses the power of
Periscope to reach her growing audience of nearly 15,000 viewers as she travels around the
world livestreaming the various humanitarian efforts taking place. Anita is also the creator of
Global Meditation Scope, the largest international creative meditation movement involving more
than 150 broadcasters streaming live from 25 countries on 5 continents.
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